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Volkswagen Golf R Performance Drift & Nurburgring

Year 2022

Engine 1984

Power CV 320

Km 13800

Model Golf R
Performance

Condition Ocasió

Type Turisme

Fuel Benzina

No. of doors 5

Gearbox Automàtic

Price 43.500,00 €

VW Golf R Performance TSI 4Motion DSG 320cv - Warranty until 2027 - Matrix LED headlights - R Performance package with Nürburgring and Drift mode selection - Panoramic sliding/tilting roof -
Increased speed limit to 270 km/h - Harman sound system Kardon - Wireless for Apple CarPlay and Android Auto - Estoril 8 J x 19 Alloy Wheels in Black and Polished Surface - Dynamic Turn
Signal Lights - Winter Package - Mobile Key Entry Preparation - Discover Media Navigation System which includes streaming and Internet - Driving assistant Travel Assist and lane departure
warning system Lane Assist - Anti-theft alarm system with interior monitoring - Dynamic adjustment of the range of the headlights, with dynamic cornering light - Brake assistant emergency system
Front Assist with detection of pedestrians and cyclists - Fatigue detection - Automatic anti-glare interior mirror - Heated and electrically adjustable exterior mirrors, with memory function and folding
- Progressive steering - Keyless locking and starting system - Access and starting without key - Traffic sign recognition - Upper sports front seats with lumbar support and heating - Multifunction
sports steering wheel in leather, heated, with touch controls and shift paddles - Air Care Climatronic with active combined filter, controls in the rear and control of 3-zone temperature - Digital
Cockpit Pro - Automatic switching of driving lights - Adaptive chassis control DCC, including driving profile selection - Sports suspension - DAB+ digital radio reception - Telephone interface with
inductive charging function 2 USB C interfaces in the front, 2 USB C charging sockets in the center console at the back - Front and rear parking sensors - Reversing vision camera - Automatic
distance control ACC stop & go, with speed limiter - Il· ambient lighting in 30 colors - Dynamic High Beam Control Dynamic Light Assist by IQ.LIGHT - Heated front windscreen washer nozzles -
Available in our showroom -

*We have taken care in the description of the characteristics of this vehicle, but do not represent a guarantee for typing errors and data transmission.


